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Superlative adjectives describe a noun as having more of a quality than all other
noun in a group.

Superlative adjectives describe a noun as having more of a quality than all other
noun in a group.

The blue whale is the largest animal on earth.

The blue whale is the largest animal on earth.

Superlative adjectives are used in sentences where a noun is compared to a group
of nouns. The group that is being compared with can be omitted if it is clear from the
context.

Superlative adjectives are used in sentences where a noun is compared to a group
of nouns. The group that is being compared with can be omitted if it is clear from the
context.

Noun(subject)+ verb+the+superlative adjective [+ group of nouns (object)]

Noun(subject)+ verb+the+superlative adjective [+ group of nouns (object)]

Rules for forming superlative adjectives
One-syllableOneTwo-syllable-adj.
adjective.

syllable-adj.

One-syllable-adj. ending

ending with y.

with a single consonant

with final

adjective.

syllable-adj.

with a single vowel

–e.
Add -est

Rules for forming superlative adjectives
One-syllableOneTwo-syllable-adj.

Change y to i

Double final

+ est

consonant + est
biggest

oldest

shortest

nicest

prettiest

cheapest

smallest

largest

darkest

longest

ending with y.

with a single vowel

–e.
Add -est

before it.

Add -st

Change y to i

Double final

+ est

consonant + est
biggest

oldest

shortest

nicest

prettiest

ugliest

cheapest

smallest

largest

ugliest

trendiest

darkest

longest

newest

with a single consonant

with final

before it.

Add -st

One-syllable-adj. ending

trendiest

newest
Two-syllable-adjective not ending with y.

Two-syllable-adjective not ending with y.

Three-or-more-syllables-adjective.

Three-or-more-syllables-adjective.

most + adjective

most + adjective

most charming

most elegant

most charming

most elegant

most comfortable

most expensive

most comfortable

most expensive

most colorful

most beautiful

most colorful

most beautiful

most fashionable
Examples:

most fashionable
Examples:

1. Kate is the prettiest girl in her class.
2. Those shoes are the most expensive in the store.
3. What is the most comfortable chair design for using a laptop?
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